ERA Mission

Easy Recite Arabic (ERA) TRANS LI TE RA TION

Easy Read & Easy Teach Instant NAZRA Quran
ERA Mission
Holy Prophet's Saying:
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The ‘Best’ among you is the one, who learns the Quran and teaches it.

ERA's Mission:
To enable each and every Muslim to ‘Recite Arabic Holy Quran, also known as
NAZRA Quran,’ much more comfortably and correctly than ever before, as well as, to
empower all Muslims to ‘Teach NAZRA Quran’ to next potential teachers, with greater
confidence, enthusiasm and satisfaction.

Our Explanation of ERA's Mission:
ERA Mission abides by the above shown advice from the Holy Prophet, our Master and
pbuh
). Our scope of service, at its minimum, is to better your NAZRA Quran and
Leader (
inspire you to teach recitation skills to many others, with excitement, reliance and results.
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Cheer up: It is a Very Easy Affair, now:
To be included in the ‘Register of the Best,’ get your Graduation on ERA Transliteration,
and then start training NAZRA Quran to others. Your Fortune could not be this easy.
At first, New ERA NAZRA Quran in E-book format is offered to lovers of Quran. Your
patronage and support to E-book formats is solicited for our progress. Allah willing, new
ERA NAZRA Quran should then be offered in actual book formats.
You may kindly buy, gift, donate and refer New ERA NAZRA Quran in E-book formats, to
your family members, friends, schools, universities, libraries, institutions and others.
The regular price for New ERA NAZRA Quran in E-book formats is $4.99. In case you
rightly deserve a discount then, please study all Web-Pages including Library & FAQs,
before informing us, as to how ERA Transliteration can facilitate your Sacred Services to
the Holy Quran? We shall try to help you, to our maximum, For Free. In Sha Allah.
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